Attachment 2

FAQ
Q1. When the winner(s) of Masaji Yoshikawa Memorial Prize for Fusion Energy will be selected?
A1. The winner(s) will be selected from July to August.

Q2. Regarding the list of achievement of research or activities, only the achievement related to the subject of
application is enough to be listed? If not, what else should be listed? Do major important references mean
those strongly related to the subject of application? If not, what else should be included?
A2. The applicants are free to decide how to compose the list of achievement of research or activity (Form 15) and abstracts of major achievements (Form 1-6) including the order of the references. Those are for you to
appeal your quality, wide effectiveness, high scientific excellence, impact to the public of your activity. It is your
choice to focus on one major achievement or on multiple achievements.

Q3. I had an impression that the evaluation is done for total achievement of the applicant. If No, is there any
specific achievement of research or activity to be evaluated?
A3. No, the evaluation is not for total achievement. The objective of the prize is to manifest excellent
achievements of research and technology development activities, investigation activities, social cooperation
and contribution activities in Japan or abroad by young people, which can contribute to the fusion energy
researches and technology development such as ITER project or Broader Approach (BA) activities and to
encourage further activities. There is nothing else to be emphasized.

Q4. Is it open for non-member of FEFJ to apply the prize?
A4. Yes, the application is open to everyone. However, the members will receive supplemental information
earlier by the forum information mail to them

Q5. In Form 1-1, there are columns on which contact information of commenters is to be written. Is it possible
to select foreigners as the commenters, or is it better to select Japanese commenters?
A5. It is recommended to have at least one Japanese commenter with consent.

Q6. Is application in joint names acceptable?
A6. In principle, application is to be done by individual name, however, if the application in joint names is
regarded appropriate and impossible to be separated, it is accepted.
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Q7. Is it acceptable for the person who have applied in the past but was not be the winner to apply with revised
contents?
A7. It is possible. The evaluation will be done newly. Please apply with the description by which progress and
evolution are clarified.
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